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A B S T R A C T
We study in this paper three variants of the high-order Discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) method with Runge-Kutta (RK) time integration for the induction equa-
tion, analysing their ability to preserve the divergence-free constraint of the
magnetic field. To quantify divergence errors, we use a norm based on both a
surface term, measuring global divergence errors, and a volume term, measur-
ing local divergence errors. This leads us to design a new, arbitrary high-order
numerical scheme for the induction equation in multiple space dimensions,
based on a modification of the Spectral Difference (SD) method [1] with ADER
time integration [2]. It appears as a natural extension of the Constrained Trans-
port (CT) method. We show that it preserves ∇ · ~B = 0 exactly by construction,
both in a local and a global sense. We compare our new method to the 3 RKDG
variants and show that the magnetic energy evolution and the solution maps
of our new SD-ADER scheme are qualitatively similar to the RKDG variant
with divergence cleaning, but without the need for an additional equation and
an extra variable to control the divergence errors.
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Developing numerical algorithms for the equations of ideal magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) is of great interest
in many fields of science, such as plasma physics, geophysics and astrophysics. Magnetic fields play an important
role in a large variety of phenomena in nature, from the early universe, to interstellar and intergalactic medium, to
environments and interiors of stars and planets [3].
The ideal MHD equations describe conservation laws for mass, momentum and total energy on one hand, and
for magnetic flux on the other hand. The first 3 conservation laws form what is called the Euler sub-system, while
the fourth one is called the induction sub-system. In this paper, we focus on the latter, usually called the induction
equation:
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∂t~B = ∇ × (~v × ~B) + η∇2~B. (1)
This partial differential equation describes the evolution of a magnetic field ~B under the effect of the velocity ~v of
an electrically conductive fluid. The coefficient η denotes the magnetic diffusivity. In the ideal MHD case, the fluid has
infinite electric conductivity, so that η→ 0 and the diffusive term can be ignored.
By taking the divergence of Eq. (1), we note that the time evolution of the divergence of ~B is zero for all times,
meaning that the initial divergence of ~B is preserved:
∂t(∇ · ~B) = ∇ ·
(
∇ × (~v × ~B)
)
= 0, (2)
as the divergence of the curl of a vector is always zero.
Physically, the fact that magnetic fields have no monopoles and that magnetic field lines form closed loops, is
translated in the initial condition
∇ · ~B = 0. (3)
Considering Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) together mean that the divergence of ~B must be zero at all times. To clearly see the
erroneous evolution of our system if ∇ · ~B happens to be nonzero, we can re-formulate Eq. (1) as
∂t~B + (~v · ∇)~B = −~B(∇ · ~v) + (~B · ∇)~v + ~v(∇ · ~B). (4)
Note that the second term of the left-hand side, (~v · ∇)~B, corresponds to the advection of ~B by the fluid, the first term on
the right-hand side models the compression of the magnetic field lines and the second term is due to the stretching
of the field lines. This interpretation can be done by establishing an analogy with the vorticity equation [see 4, for
example]. The last term, proportional to ∇ · ~B, is also proportional to the velocity of the flow ~v, and vanishes only if the
magnetic field is divergence free.
When applying common discretisation schemes, for example the popular Finite Volume (FV) method, the
divergence-free constraint in Eq. (3) is not necessarily fulfilled in the discrete sense. Indeed, in this case, the
numerical representation of the field is based on a volume integral of the magnetic field and the magnetic flux is not
conserved anymore.
This is a big issue in the numerical evolution of the MHD equations, as shown for example in the seminal studies
of [5, 6], showing that a non-physical force parallel to the velocity ~v and proportional to ∇ · ~B appears in the discretised
conservative form of the momentum equation in the Euler sub-system.
There have been many proposed methods to guarantee a divergence-free description of ~B. For example, the
non-solenoidal component of ~B is removed through a Hodge-Helmholtz projection at every time step (e.g. [5, 7]), or
the system in Eq. (4) is written in a non-conservative formulation where the non-solenoidal component of ~B is damped
and advected by the flow (e.g. [8, 9, 10]).
Another approach is done at the discretisation level, where the numerical approximation of the magnetic field is
defined as a surface integral and collocated at face centres, while the electric field used to updated the magnetic field is
collocated at edge centres, in a staggered fashion [11, 12]. This method, called Constrained Transport (CT), was later
adapted to the FV framework applied to the MHD equations [see e.g. 13, 14]. The CT method is obviously closer to
the original conservation law, as the magnetic flux is explicitly conserved through the cell faces. A comprehensive
review of these methods in astrophysics can be found in [15] and references therein.
With the increased availability of high-order methods, one could ask whether a high-order approximation of the
magnetic field ~B alone could be sufficient to control the non-vanishing divergence problem of the magnetic field.
Indeed, very high-order methods have been developed in many fields of science and engineering, both in the context
of the FV method [16] and in the context of the Finite Element (FE) method [17, 18, 19, 20]. These very high-order
methods have proven successful in minimizing advection errors in case of very long time integration [21, 22, 23]. Very
high-order methods have already been developed specifically for the ideal MHD equations [24, 16, 25]. It turns out, as
we also show in this paper, that a very high-order scheme does not solve by itself the problem of non-zero divergence
and specific schemes have to be developed to control the associated spurious effects [10, 26, 19, 20].
In this paper, we present a new, arbitrary high-order method that can perform simulations of the induction equation.
We show that this technique, based on the Spectral Difference method developed in [27, 1], is by construction strictly
divergence free, both in a local and in a global sense.
The paper is organised as follows: we start in section 2 with a detailed description of several well-known high-order
methods used to model the induction equation, discussing the challenges of controlling efficiently the magnitude of the
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Fig. 1: Performance of the traditional RKDG scheme for the magnetic loop test defined in Eq. (9). In the top row, the first two panels show the
divergence contribution of the volume term and of the surface term, respectively. The third panel shows the magnetic energy of the solution over
time. In the bottom row, maps of the magnetic energy density are shown at t = 2. The three runs corresponds to increasing polynomial degree (n = 1,
n = 2 and n = 3) and a fixed number of cells (N = 128 per dimension).
divergence of the magnetic field. Then, in section 3, we present our new Spectral Difference method for the induction
equation, highlighting our new solution points for the magnetic field components and the need of two-dimensional
Riemann solvers. In section 5, we compare our new method to other very high-order schemes using different numerical
experiments. Finally, in section 6, we present our conclusions and outlook.
2. Various high-order Discontinuous Galerkin methods for the induction equation
The Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is a very popular FE scheme in the context of fluid dynamics. It is based
on a weak formulation of the conservative form of the MHD equations using a Legendre polynomial basis [28]. In this
context, the induction equation has to be written as
∂t~B + ∇ · (~v ⊗ ~B − ~B ⊗ ~v) = 0, (5)
in a conservative form compatible with the Euler sub-system. Indeed, this equation is now based on the divergence
operator, which forces us to deal with the magnetic field using volume integrals.
In this section, we describe three different implementations of the DG method for the induction equation. The first
one is the classical DG method with Runge-Kutta time integration (RKDG), for which nothing particular is done to
preserve the divergence-free character of the solution. The second method, presented for example in [20, 29], uses a
modified polynomial basis for the magnetic field, so that it is locally exactly divergence free. The third one allows
the divergence to explicitly deviate from zero, but tries to damp the divergence errors using an additional scalar field
and its corresponding equation [30]. We will evaluate the performance of these three classical methods using a proper
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measurement of the divergence error, as well as the conservation of the magnetic energy, using the famous magnetic
loop advection test.
2.1. A traditional RKDG for the induction equation
In this section we describe the classical modal RKDG method using a simple scalar problem in one space dimension:
∂tu + ∂x f (u) = 0 ∈ Ω × [0,∞]
u(t = 0) = u0
u∂Ω = g.
(6)
The generalisation to multiple space dimensions for structured Cartesian grids can be achieved through tensor products.
Let Ω ∈ R be a regular domain which is discretised by N elements Kp = [xp−1/2, xp+1/2] for p = 1, ...,N. Consider the
local spaceV given by the set {φi}ni=0 of one dimensional Legendre polynomials with degree of at most n in x. For each
element Ki, the numerical solution is written as:
u(x, t) =
n∑
i=0
uˆi(t)φi(x),
where the modal coefficient uˆi(t) is obtained by the L2 projection of the solution u(x) on the i-th Legendre basis
polynomial. The DG method is based on a weak form of Eq. (6), projecting it on the polynomial basis, followed by an
integration by parts. We obtain the following semi-discrete formulation of the DG method as:
duˆi
dt
+
[
fˆ (u(x, t))φi(x)
]xp+1/2
xp−1/2
−
∫
Kp
f (u(x, t))∂xφi(x)dx = 0, i = 0, ..., n,
where we exploited the fact that Legendre polynomials form an orthonormal basis. Note that the surface term in the
previous equation needs a Riemann solver to compute a continuous numerical flux at element boundaries, noted here fˆ .
Once the spatial component has been discretised, we are left with an ordinary differential equation of the form:
d
dt
u = L(u),
where L denotes the DG discretisation operator. Integration in time is performed using a Strong Stability Preserving
(SSP) RK method [31, 32]. The time step has to fulfill a Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition to achieve numerical
stability, which for the RKDG scheme reads [28]:
∆t =
C
2n + 1
∆x
|vmax| ,
where n is the polynomial degree and C is a constant usually set to C = 0.8.
2.2. Quantifying divergence errors
It is highly non-trivial to estimate the error in the divergence of the magnetic field for high-order methods in general,
and for FE schemes in particular. Indeed, the numerical approximation of the solution is defined in a local sense, with
polynomials of degree at most n inside each element, but also in a global sense by considering the solution given by the
union of all the elements. A suitable measurement for ∇ · ~B has been proposed by [29] as∥∥∥∥∇ · ~B∥∥∥∥ = ∑
e∈E
∫
e
∣∣∣∣[[~B · ~n]]∣∣∣∣ds + ∑
K∈K
∫
K
∣∣∣∣∇ · ~B∣∣∣∣d~x, (7)
where [[~B · ~nx]] = Bint(K)x − Bext(K)x (for example) denotes the jump operator and Bint(K)x , Bext(K)x , are the limits of Bx
at interface e from the interior and exterior of K respectively. We assume ~B is smooth within each element K ∈ Ω.
However, in the DG framework, ~B can be discontinuous across element boundaries (noted here e). In the previous
formula, E denotes the set of element interfaces and K the set of element volumes. Note that, for a piecewise-smooth
function that is divergence free inside each element, it is globally divergence free if and only if the normal component
of the vector field across each interface e is continuous, hence the consideration of the jump of the normal component
of the magnetic field across the interfaces e, given by the first term in Eq. (7). This divergence error measurement has
been derived by exploiting the properties of the space H(div) [33] or by using a functional approach [29]. In what
follows, we call the first contribution the surface term, and the second contribution the volume term.
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2.3. Magnetic energy conservation
The other metric we will use in this paper to characterise different numerical methods is the evolution of the
magnetic energy. This is particularly important in the context of magnetic dynamos [34, 3], as one wishes to avoid
having spurious magnetic dynamos triggered by numerical errors. Using (4), considering again a non-zero divergence,
the magnetic energy equation can be written as:
∂t
(
B2
2
)
+
(
~v · ∇) (B2
2
)
= −B2(∇ · ~v) + ~B · (~B · ∇)~v + (~B · ~v)(∇ · ~B), (8)
where the last term is here again spurious.
For example, in the simple case of pure advection where ~v is constant, one can observe that the first two terms on
the right hand side vanish, while the third term vanishes only if ∇ · ~B = 0. On the other hand, if ∇ · ~B , 0, depending
on the solution properties, one could observe a spurious increase of the magnetic energy over time, and interpret it
wrongly as a dynamo. In the advection case, the magnetic energy is expected to remain constant, although we expect
the numerical solution of the magnetic energy to decay, owing to the numerical dissipation associated to the numerical
method. It should however never increase.
2.4. The field loop advection test
The advection of a magnetic loop is a well-known numerical experiment introduced for example in [35] to test the
quality of the numerical solution, with respect to both divergence errors and magnetic energy conservation. The test is
defined using the following discontinuous initial magnetic field,
~B0 =
(
Bx,0
By,0
)
=
(−A0(y − yc)/r
A0(x − xc)/r
)
for r < r0, (9)
and ~B0 = 0 otherwise, advected with a constant velocity field ~v = (1, 1). We use here A0 = 0.001, r0 = 0.25 and
(xc, yc) = (0.5, 0.5). We consider a square box [0, 1] × [0, 1] and the final time t = 2. This allows the loop to cross the
box twice before returning to its initial position.
In Fig. 1 we show the performance of our traditional RKDG scheme at different approximation orders. When
measuring the divergence errors of the numerical solution, we observe that the volume term (measuring global
divergence errors) seems to decrease with the approximation order (middle panel) as expected. On the contrary, the
surface term (measuring local divergence errors) does not decrease at all. In fact, local errors increase with increasing
polynomial degree.
Furthermore, the magnetic energy evolution is clearly incorrect. Namely, at 3rd and 4th orders (corresponding to a
maximal polynomial degree of n = 2 and n = 3, respectively), an initial increase on the magnetic energy is observed. In
the bottom panel (Fig. 1), maps of the magnetic energy density B2/2 (normalised to the maximum value in the initial
condition) are shown at t = 2 and at different orders. We see spurious stripes with high-frequency oscillations, aligned
with the direction of the velocity field. Our results are similar to the numerical experiments performed in [36] and
consistent with Eq. (8). We clearly have to give up our initial hopes that going to very high order would solve the
divergence-free problem.
2.5. RKDG with a locally divergence-free basis (LDF)
The locally divergence-free (LDF) method was first introduced by [29] with the intention to control the local
contribution of the divergence. Indeed, we have seen in the last sub-section that this term dominates the error budget
in our simple numerical experiment. This method has been recently revisited in [20] in conjunction with several
divergence cleaning schemes.
LDF is built upon the previous RKDG scheme with the key difference that the approximation space considered for
the magnetic field ~B is given by:
~Vn = {~v ∈ [L1]d : ~v|K ∈ [Pn]d,∇ · ~v|K = 0}.
The trial space considered contains only functions which are divergence free inside each element K and belong to the
d-dimensional vector space [Pn]d, where each polynomial is a polynomial of at most degree n. One key difference
between this method and the traditional RKDG is that the modal coefficients of the solution are now shared between
Bx, By and Bz due to this new carefully designed vector basis. We show in this paragraph only the example for n = 1 in
two space dimensions. For more details on the implementation, please refer to Appendix 8.1.
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Fig. 2: Same as Fig. 1 but now for the LDF scheme (solid lines). For comparison, the results of the traditional RKDG scheme are shown as dotted
lines. Note that the LDF scheme has no local divergence errors by construction (no solid lines in the top left panel).
Example 1. d = 2, n = 1: Consider the basis elements of span({1, x, y, xy, y2, x2}) = P2(x, y). Form the vector
~bi = (0, 0, vi)T for vi ∈ basis(P2(x, y)) and take the curl of its elements. This set of vectors spans a subspace of
[P1(x, y)]2.
~V1 = span ({(0,−1), (1, 0), (−x, y), (2y, 0), (0, 2x)}) ⊂ [P1(x, y)]2.
In Fig. 2 we show the performance of the LDF scheme at different approximation orders. When measuring the
divergence of the numerical solution, we observe that the local contribution of the divergence is zero (as expected). The
global contribution (middle panel), while decreasing with the order, is considerably larger than the traditional RKDG
scheme. We believe this is due to the reduced number of degrees of freedom in the LDF basis. For the measured
magnetic energy, we don’t see a spurious dynamo anymore, only a decay due to numerical dissipation. We also observe
less numerical dissipation when increasing the order of the method, a desirable property. In the bottom panel of the
same figure, the magnetic energy density maps show some residual oscillations at t = 2, much less than for the original
RKDG scheme. In order to reduce these oscillations even more, one traditionally uses the LDF scheme in conjunction
with a divergence cleaning strategy [29, 20, 37], similar to the one presented in the next section.
2.6. RKDG with hyperbolic and parabolic divergence cleaning (DivClean)
Divergence cleaning is a general strategy aiming at actively reducing divergence errors by modifying the solution
at every time step. Among many possibilities that can be found in the literature [see 6, for example], we have adopted
here a robust technique based on the addition of a new variable that can be used to control and dissipate the divergence
of the magnetic field ~B. Following [9], we briefly describe this method that performs what is called parabolic and
hyperbolic divergence cleaning. The idea is to introduce an additional scalar field ψ and couple it to the induction
equation. This method is also known as the Generalised Lagrangian Multiplier (GLM) approach [10, 30].
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The induction equation in its divergence form in Eq. (5) is modified as
∂t~B + ∇ · (~v ⊗ ~B − ~B ⊗ ~v) + ∇ψ = 0,
D(ψ) + ∇ · ~B = 0,
(10)
whereD(·) is a linear differential operator. There are different ways to chooseD(·) [10, 30]. In this work, we choose a
mixed type of correction, definingD(·) as
D(ψ) := 1
c2h
∂tψ +
1
c2p
ψ.
The new scalar variable ψ is coupled to the non-vanishing divergence of the magnetic field and evolves according
to a new additional partial differential equation:
∂tψ +
c2h
c2p
ψ + c2h∇ · ~B = 0.
Both ch and cp are free parameters tuned for each particular problem at hand. The hyperbolic parameter ch
corresponds to the velocity of the waves that are carrying the divergence away from regions where errors are created.
The parabolic parameter c2p corresponds to the diffusion coefficient of the parabolic diffusion operator that damps
divergence errors. There are different strategies to choose ch and cp that could lead to a robust scheme. Different
methods have been proposed in the literature [9, 20, 38], and these choices boil down to setting the speed ch to be a
small multiple of the maximum of the velocity field |vmax| and the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient c2p as a small
multiple of ch∆x.
In Fig. 3 we show the performance of the RKDG scheme with both hyperbolic and parabolic divergence cleaning,
called here DivClean, at different approximation orders. For implementation details, please refer to Appendix 8.2. In
this numerical experiment, we set ch and c2p according to [38], namely, we choose ch = 2 |vmax| such that the overall
time step is almost not affected, and c2p = 0.8ch∆x. We see that both surface and volume terms of the divergence error
norm are small, and they both decrease with increasing orders of accuracy. The magnetic energy density maps looks
very smooth and symmetrical, with very small residual features close to the discontinuity. It is worth stressing that
none of the tests performed here make use of TVD slope limiters, so that some residual oscillations due to the Runge
phenomenon are expected.
3. A high-order Spectral Difference method with Constrained Transport
We present in this section a new method within the FE framework that addresses most of the issues we discussed in
the previous section. It is both locally and globally divergence free, and it does not need the introduction of a new
variable and a new equation, together with free parameters sometimes difficult to adjust. This new method is based
on the Spectral Difference (SD) method [1]. In this section, we present the original SD method for the semi-discrete
scheme, followed by a description of our time integration strategy. We then focus on the modifications to the original
method to solve the induction equation. We prove that our method is both strictly divergence free at the continuous level
inside the elements, and at the interface between elements, maintaining the strict continuity of the normal component
of the field. Using Fourier analysis, we finally show that our new method is stable for standard control volume
discretisation strategies.
3.1. The SD method in a nutshell
For sake of simplicity, we present the SD method using a simple scalar problem in one space dimension. The
generalisation to multiple space dimension will be discussed later. Let us denote the numerical solution as u(x). We
focus on the description of the solution in one element, which is given by Lagrange interpolation polynomials {`si (x)}ni=0,
built on a set of points Ss = {xsi }ni=0, called the solution points (with the index s). The numerical solution inside an
element is given by:
u(x) =
n∑
i=0
u(xsi )`
s
i (x),
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Fig. 3: Same as Fig. 1 but now for the DivClean scheme (solid lines). for comparison, the results of the traditional RKDG scheme are shown as
dotted lines.
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where n is the polynomial degree of the interpolation Lagrange polynomials. The SD method features a second set of
nodes S f = {x fi }n+1i=0 , called the flux points (with the index f ). A numerical approximation of the flux is evaluated by
another set of Lagrange interpolation polynomials {` fi (x)}n+1i=0 built on the flux points. Note that we have n + 1 solution
points and n + 2 flux points, and that the first and the last flux points coincide with the boundary of the elements (x f0
and x fn+1). Moreover, at the interfaces of the element, a numerical flux based on a Riemann solver must be used to
enforce the continuity of the flux between elements. Let fˆ (·) denote this single-valued numerical flux, common to the
element and its direct neighbour. The approximation for the flux is given by:
f (x) = fˆ (u(x f0 ))`
f
0 (x) +
n∑
i=1
fi(u(x
f
i ))`
f
i (x) + fˆ (u(x
f
n+1))`
f
n+1(x), (11)
where we wrote separately the two extreme flux points with their corresponding numerical flux. The final update of
the solution is obtained using the exact derivative of the flux evaluated at the solution points, so that the semi-discrete
scheme reads:
d
dt
u(xsj) = − fˆ (u(x f0 ))` f ′0 (xsj) −
n∑
i=1
fi(u(x
f
i ))`
f ′
i (x
s
j) − fˆ (u(x fn+1))` f ′n+1(xsj),
where the primes stand for the derivative of the Lagrange polynomials. A straightforward extension to more space
dimensions can be achieved by the tensor product between the set of one dimensional solution points and flux points.
Fig. 4 shows in blue the solution points and in red the flux points for a classical SD scheme in two space dimensions.
The stability of the SD method in one dimension has been shown in [39] at all orders of accuracy, while the stability of
the SD scheme in two dimensions, for both Cartesian meshes and unstructured meshes, has been demonstrated in [40].
The stability of the method depends on the proper choice of the flux points [39]. In this paper, we use Gauss-
Legendre quadrature points for the inner flux points. The exact position of the solution points is not really important.
We used here the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials. The only important requirement is that the solution points must
be contained anywhere within the control volume defined by the flux points.
3.2. High-order time integration using ADER
We decided not to use the same SSP Runge Kutta method as for the RKDG scheme. Instead, we decided to explore
the modern version of the ADER method [2, 41]. Indeed, we believe this method is well suited to compute solutions to
arbitrary high order in time. We exploit this nice property in our numerical experiments shown in section 4. Consider
again the scalar, one-dimensional conservation law given in Eq. (6),
∂tu + ∂x f (u) = 0 ∈ Ω × [0,∞]
u(t = 0) = u0
u∂Ω = g,
(12)
with suitable initial conditions and boundary conditions. For simplicity, we are only updating the solution u(xsi , t) for a
single solution point xsi . Modern ADER schemes are based on a Galerkin projection in time. We multiply the previous
conservation law by an arbitrary test function ψ(t), integrating in time over ∆t:∫ ∆t
0
ψ(t)∂tudt +
∫ ∆t
0
ψ(t)∂x f (u)dt = 0.
Integrating by parts yields:
ψ(∆t)u(∆t) − ψ(0)u(0) −
∫ ∆t
0
∂tψ(t)u(t)dt +
∫ ∆t
0
ψ(t)∂x f (u(t))dt = 0. (13)
Note that here we dropped the variable xsi to simplify the notations. We now represent our solution using Lagrange
polynomials in time `i(t) defined on n+1 Legendre quadrature points {ti}ni=0 ∈ [0,∆t], which together with the quadrature
weights {wi}ni=0 can be used to perform integrals at the correct order in time. We are aiming at a solution with the same
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order of accuracy in time than in space, so n is taken here equal to the polynomial degree of the spatial discretisation.
We can write:
u(t) =
n∑
i=0
ui`i(t),
and replace the integrals in Eq. (13) by the respective quadratures. We now replace the arbitrary test function ψ(t) by
the set of Lagrange polynomials {` j(t)}ni=0 and obtain:
` j(∆t)
 n∑
i=0
ui`i(∆t)
 − ` j(0)u(0) − ∆t n∑
i=0
wi`′j(ti)ui + ∆t
n∑
i=0
wi` j(ti)∂x f (ui) = 0. (14)
To derive the previous equation, we used the interpolation property of the Lagrange polynomials with u(ti) = ui. Note
that u(0) corresponds to the initial condition at the beginning of the time step. The previous system can be rewritten in
a matrix form, defining a mass matrix M ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) and a right-hand side vector r as:
M ji = ` j(∆t)`i(∆t) − ∆twi`′j(ti) and r j = ` j(0)u(0) − ∆t
n∑
i=0
wi` j(ti)∂x f (ui). (15)
The previous implicit non-linear equation with unknown {ui}ni=0, is now written as:
M jiui = r j(u0, ..., un), (16)
which can be solved with a fixed-point iteration method. Note that we don’t need to solve the non-linear system exactly,
we only need n + 1 iterations to obtain as solution that is accurate up to n + 1 order in time [see e.g. 42]. We use a
uniform initial guess with {u0i = u(0)}ni=0 and perform a standard Picard iterative scheme as follows
uk+1i = M
−1
i j r j(u
k
0, ..., u
k
n), (17)
where index k stands for the iteration count.
Finally, we use these final predicted states {un+1i }ni=0 at our quadrature points and update the final solution as:
u(∆t) = u(0) − ∆t
n∑
i=0
wi∂x f (un+1i ). (18)
Note that in the previous ADER scheme, we need to estimate the derivative of the flux for each time slice according to
the SD method, including the Riemann solvers at element boundaries. We use a Courant stability condition adapted to
the SD scheme, as explained in [43] and compute the time step as:
∆t =
C
n + 1
∆x
|vmax| ,
where C is the Courant factor, usually set to C = 0.8 and n is here again the polynomial degree of our discretisation in
space.
3.3. A modified SD scheme for the induction equation
The traditional SD method is particularly well suited for the Euler sub-system with conservation laws based on the
divergence operator. In Fig. 4, we show on the left panel the traditional discretisation of one element using SD, with
the control volume boundaries shown as black solid lines, the solution points in blue inside the control volumes, and
the flux points in red on the faces of each control volume. The strict conservation property of SD can be explained
using for example the density. Defining the corner points of the control volumes as (xi, y j), we can compute the total
mass within a rectangle defined by the four points (0, 0), (xi, 0), (0, y j) and (xi, y j) as M(xi, y j). Note that the corner
points are defined as the intersection of the lines where the flux points are defined.
We now represent this cumulative mass everywhere inside the element using Lagrange polynomials defined on the
flux points as
M(x, y) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
M(xi, y j)`i(x)` j(y), (19)
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Fig. 4: Left panel: position of the solution points in blue, and of the flux points in red, for a traditional SD method with n = 2. Right panel: position
of the solution points for Bx and By in blue and of the flux points for the electric field Ez and the vector potential Az in red, for our new SD method
for the induction equation with n = 2.
where we dropped the superscript f for simplicity. The density field is obtained by taking the derivative of the
cumulative mass as:
ρ(x, y) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
M(xi, y j)`′i (x)`
′
j(y), (20)
where the prime stands for the spatial derivative. This exact procedure can be used to initialise the value of ρ at the
solution points, as well as to prove that the SD method as described in the previous section is strictly conservative
[44, 1].
The induction equation, however, is a conservation law for the magnetic flux through a surface, as it does not
feature a divergence operator but a curl operator. We therefore propose a small modification of the classical SD scheme
with different collocation points for the magnetic field components Bx and By. We first define the magnetic flux φx
through the surface defined by two corner points (xi, 0) and (xi, y j) as:
φx(xi, yi) =
∫ yi
0
Bx(xi, y)dy. (21)
We assume we work with an initially divergence-free field ~B = (Bx, By). Similarly, we define the magnetic flux φy
through the surface defined by two corner points (0, y j) and (xi, y j) as:
φy(xi, yi) =
∫ xi
0
By(x, yi)dx. (22)
We see that φx and φy are both defined over the set of corner points (xi, y j). We can now represent the numerical
approximation φx (resp. φy) using Lagrange polynomials defined on the flux points as:
φx(x, y) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φx(xi, y j)`i(x)` j(y).
Then, we deduce the numerical approximation of Bx,h as:
Bx(x, y) = ∂yφx =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φx(xi, y j)`i(x)`′j(y), (23)
and the numerical approximation of By,h as:
By(x, y) = ∂xφy =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φy(xi, y j)`′i (x)` j(y). (24)
The key difference between this configuration and the traditional SD method is that for Bx, the x direction has an
extra degree of freedom and a higher polynomial degree (similarly for By in the y direction). This also means that the
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corresponding solution points for Bx and By are staggered with respect to the tradition SD method. In the right panel of
Fig 4, we show the position of these new solution points for Bx, By (in blue) and new flux points (in red) where the
electric field will be defined, as explained below. Note that if the initial magnetic field is divergence free, applying the
divergence theorem to the rectangle defined by the same four corner points as before leads to the constraint:
φx(xi, y j) + φy(xi, y j) − φx(0, y j) − φy(xi, 0) = 0, ∀i, j. (25)
Proposition 1. The proposed numerical representation of ~B is pointwise (or locally) strictly divergence free.
Proof. We now evaluate the divergence of the numerical approximation ~B(x, y) = [Bx, By]:
∂xBx + ∂yBy = ∂x
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φx(xi, y j)`i(x)`′j(y)
 + ∂y
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φy(xi, y j)`′i (x)` j(y)

=
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
(
φx(xi, y j) + φy(xi, y j)
)
`′i (x)`
′
j(y)
=
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
(
φx(0, y j) + φy(xi, 0)
)
`′i (x)`
′
j(y),
where we used the property that the total magnetic flux through the rectangle vanishes (see Eq. (25)). We can now
separate and factor out the i and j sums as:
∂xBx + ∂yBy =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φx(0, y j)`′i (x)`
′
j(y) +
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
φy(xi, 0)`′i (x)`
′
j(y)
=
n+1∑
j=0
φx(0, y j)`′j(y)

n+1∑
i=0
`′i (x)
 +
n+1∑
i=0
φy(xi, 0)`′i (x)

n+1∑
j=0
`′j(y)

= 0,
where we used the property of the Lagrange polynomials that
∑n+1
i=0 `i(x) = 1 so that the corresponding derivative
vanishes uniformly.
Proposition 2. The proposed numerical representation of ~B is globally divergence free.
Proof. If the initial magnetic field is divergence free, Bx is continuous across the left and right boundaries of each
element. Similarly, By is continuous across the bottom and top boundaries of the element. It follows that φx (resp.
φy) is initially identical on the left (resp. bottom) edge of the right (resp. top) element and on the right (resp. top)
edge of the left (resp. bottom) element. Because the adopted Lagrange polynomial basis is an interpolatory basis,
and because the solution points of Bx and By are collocated on the element boundaries, the continuity of the magnetic
field in the component normal to the element face is enforced by construction and at all orders. Note that the case
n = 0 corresponds exactly to the Constrained Transport method, as implemented in popular FV codes. The proposed
discretisation is a generalisation of CT to arbitrary high order.
We now describe the SD update for the induction equation. We define the electric field ~E = −~v × ~B and write the
induction equation as
∂t~B = −∇ × ~E.
Once we know the prescribed velocity field and the polynomial representation of the magnetic field throughout the
element, as in Eq. (23) and Eq. (24), we can compute the electric field at the control volume corner points (xi, y j).
These are the equivalent of the flux points in the traditional SD method. Since the electric field is continuous across
element boundaries, we need to use a 1D Riemann solver for flux points inside the element edges, and a 2D Riemann
at corner points of elements. This step is crucial, because it will maintain the global divergence-free property. We
see for example that the electric field on an element face will be identical to the electric field on the same face of a
neighbouring element. 2D Riemann solvers at element corners are also important to maintain this global property, and
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in the case of the induction equation, we just need to determine the 2D upwind direction using both vx and vy. After
we have enforced a single value for the electric field on element edges, we can interpolate the electric field inside the
element as before:
Ez(x, y) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
Ez(xi, y j)`i(x)` j(y), (26)
and update the magnetic field directly using the pointwise update:
∂tBx = −∂yEz, and ∂tBy = ∂xEz. (27)
We have directly:
∂t
(
∂xBx + ∂yBy
)
= 0, (28)
so that the divergence of the field, if zero initially, will remain zero at all time. The continuity of Ez at element
boundaries also implies that the continuity of the normal components of the magnetic field will be preserved after the
update.
Note that at the beginning of the time step, we only need to know the values of Bx and By at their corresponding
solution points to obtain the same polynomial interpolation as the one we derived using the magnetic fluxes. This
follows from the uniqueness of the representation of the solution by polynomials of degree n. Similarly, the time
update we just described can be performed only for the magnetic solution points (see Fig. 4) to fully specify our zero
divergence field for the next time step.
Proposition 3. The previous scheme is equivalent to a simple evolution equation for the vector potential with a
continuous SD scheme, for which both the solution points and the flux points are defined on the corner points of the
control volumes.
Proof. The magnetic fluxes introduced in (21) and (22) are analogous to a magnetic potential in two space dimensions.
Indeed, in this case, one can compute directly the magnetic vector potential ~A = (0, 0, Az) at the corner points, using
Az(xi, yi) = φx(xi, yi) − φy(xi, 0) = φx(0, yi) − φy(xi, yi). (29)
We then interpolate the vector potential within the elements using Lagrange polynomials as:
Az(x, y) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
Az(xi, y j)`i(x)` j(y) (30)
and compute the magnetic field components as:
Bx(x, y) = ∂yAz and By(x, y) = −∂xAz. (31)
This definition is equivalent to the previous one. For the SD update, we compute the electric field on each corner point,
using again a Riemann solver for multi-valued flux points. The vector potential is then updated directly on the corner
point using
∂tAz = −Ez = vxBy − vyBx = −vx∂xAz − vy∂yAz. (32)
We see that this last equation yields an evolution equation for Az, where all terms are evaluated at the corner points.
This corresponds to a variant of the SD method, for which the solution points are not placed at the centre of the control
volumes, but migrated for example to their upper-right corner, and for which the flux points are not placed at the centre
of the faces, but migrated to the same upper-right corner (thus overlapping). Note however an important difference
with the traditional SD method: the vector potential Az is a continuous function of both x and y so that we have n + 2
solution points instead of n + 1. In other words, each element face shares the same values for Az and Ez with the
corresponding neighbouring element face. We have therefore a strict equivalence between the induction equation
solved using our SD scheme for the magnetic field and evolution equation solved using this particular SD variant for
the vector potential.
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Fig. 5: Real (left panel) and imaginary (right panel) parts of ω for different polynomial degrees n. In each panel, the grey line represents the exact
dispersion (left) and diffusion (right) relation for the waves. The wave number is expressed here in units of (n + 1)/∆x, while the frequency ω is
shown in units of (n + 1)v/∆x.
3.4. Stability for the linear induction equation
We will now demonstrate that the proposed SD scheme for the induction equation is stable. We will also analyze
the dispersion properties of the scheme at various orders. To achieve this goal, we will first exploit the strict equivalence
between the magnetic field update and the vector potential update, as explained previously. We will prove the stability
of the scheme in one space dimension, and use a tensor product to extend these results to higher dimensions.
We write our vector potential equation in 1D, assuming here, without loss of generality, a positive velocity field
with v > 0:
∂tA + v∂xA = 0. (33)
Space is discretised using N equal-size element with width ∆x = L/N and labelled by a superscript p = 1, . . . ,N. We
have n + 2 solution points for the vector potential, which coincide with the flux points of the SD method, labelled xpi
with i = 0, . . . , n + 1. As explained earlier, we use for the inner n flux points the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points,
while the leftmost one, xp0 , is aligned with the left element boundary, and the rightmost one, x
p
n+1, is aligned with the
right element boundary. We see that we have redundant information in our solution vector Api as x
p
0 = x
p−1
n+1 , so that
Ap0 = A
p
n+1 and A
p
n+1 = A
p+1
0 . This redundancy is a fundamental difference with the traditional SD method and ensures
that the vector potential is continuous across element boundaries. In our present derivation, we need to avoid this
duplication and define the solution vector Api in each element only for i = 1, . . . , n + 1, dropping the leftmost point
and assigning it to the left element. This choice is arbitrary, but it corresponds here to the upwind solution of the
Riemann solver at the left boundary, as we have v > 0. Our vector potential solution points now resemble the classical
SD method solution points shifted to the right to their closest flux points. The vector potential is interpolated within
element p using the n + 2 flux points as:
Ap(x) = Ap−1n+1`0(x) +
n+1∑
j=1
Apj ` j(x). (34)
We can write the corresponding SD update as
∂tA
p
i = −v
Ap−1n+1`′0(xi) + n+1∑
j=1
Apj `
′
j(xi)
 . (35)
For the stability analysis, we follow the methodology presented in [45, 40] and study the response of the scheme to
a planar wave solution of the form:
A(x) = A˜ exp(i(kx − ωt)). (36)
The flux points coordinates are split between the element leftmost coordinates and the relative flux point coordinates as
xpi = (p − 1)∆x + xi, so that we have:
Api = A˜ exp(−iωt) exp(ik(p − 1)∆x) exp(ikxi). (37)
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The update now writes
− iωA˜ exp(ikxi) = −v
A˜ exp(ikxn+1)`′0(xi) exp(−ik∆x) + n+1∑
j=1
A˜ exp(ikx j)`′j(xi)
 . (38)
We define the solution vector for the planar wave as ui = A˜ exp(ikxi). The previous equation can be written in matrix
form as follows: (
−iω∆x
v
I +M
)
~u = 0, (39)
where, for sake of simplicity, we have considered a normalized coordinate system inside each element so that x0 = 0
and xn+1 = 1. This explains why the factor ∆x has been factored out. The matrix M is defined as:
M =
 `
′
1(x1) . . . `
′
n(x1) `
′
n+1(x1) + `
′
0(x1) exp(−ik∆x)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
`′1(xn+1) . . . `
′
n(xn+1) `
′
n+1(xn+1) + `
′
0(xn+1) exp(−ik∆x)
 . (40)
The dispersion relation of the waves is obtained by requiring
det
(
−iω∆x
v
I +M
)
= 0, (41)
which is equivalent to finding the n + 1 complex eigenvalues of matrix M. We can then represent the dispersion relation
of the scheme with<(ω) and the diffusion relation with =(ω). More importantly, the wave amplitude will be damped if
=(ω) < 0, corresponding to a stable numerical scheme, and will be amplified exponentially if =(ω) > 0, corresponding
to an unstable numerical scheme. The maximum wave number is set by the grid size ∆x and the polynomial degree n
so that:
kmax = (n + 1)
pi
∆x
= (n + 1) N
pi
L
. (42)
We see that the maximum wave number depends on the product (n + 1) × N which corresponds to the number of
degrees of freedom of the SD method. The previous dispersion relation generates n + 1 eigenvalues in the k-interval
[−pi/∆x, pi/∆x], owing to the periodicity of the function exp(−ik∆x). In order to derive the dispersion relation in the
entire range of wave number [−(n + 1)pi/∆x, (n + 1)pi/∆x], the eigenvalues have to be shifted by an integer multiple of
2pi/∆x to generate a single branch in the dispersion relation.
We show in Fig. 5 the real and imaginary part of ω for a set of SD schemes that have exactly the same number of
degrees of freedom (n + 1) × N, with n ranging from 0 to 10. We conclude from this analysis that all these schemes
are stable, because =(ω) < 0 everywhere. We also note that, although our scheme is different from the classical SD
scheme, the dispersion relations at these various orders are identical to the corresponding dispersion relation found by
[40] for the classical SD method. This strict equivalence is true only for a constant velocity field. We see also in Fig. 5
that, although all these schemes have exactly the same number of degrees of freedom, the higher the polynomial degree,
the closer the scheme gets to the true solution, namely =(ω) = 0 and<(ω) = vk, shown as a grey line in Fig. 5.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we test our new SD-ADER scheme for the induction equation using first a smooth initial condition,
ensuring that our method is truly high order, and then using a more difficult test, namely the advection of a discontinuous
field loop, like in our introduction for the various variants of RKDG.
4.1. Continuous magnetic field loop
In order to check that we are indeed solving the induction equation at the expected order of accuracy, we consider
the advection of a smooth and periodic magnetic field given by the following initial conditions:
~B = (cos(2piy),− cos(2pix), 0) , (43)
with a constant velocity field ~v = (1, 1). We estimate the convergence rate of the proposed SD method by computing
the L1 error of each magnetic field component, averaged over the control volumes within each element. The L1 error is
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Fig. 6: Left panel: map of the magnetic energy density for the case n = 4 and N = 32. Right panel: L1 convergence of the SD method for the smooth
magnetic potential from Eq. (43) at different orders and spatial resolutions.
defined as the L1 norm of the difference of the mean value in each control volume between the numerical solution u(t)
at t = 1 and the initial numerical approximation u(0):
L1 = ||u(t) − u(0)||1 =
∑
K∈K
∫
K
|u(t) − u(0)|dxdy. (44)
In Fig. 6, we present the L1 convergence rates for Bx only. We omit the results for By as these are identical to the ones
of Bx due to the symmetry of the initial conditions. We can observe that the convergence rate of the method scales
as ∆xn+1 (where n is the polynomial degree of the interpolation Lagrange polynomial), as expected of a high-order
method, and as observed in high-order method implementations [46, 20, 47].
As introduced in the previous section, the product (n + 1) × N gives the number of control volumes per spatial
direction, and corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom of the method. We conclude from the observed error
rates that considering a high-order approximation will reach machine precision with a drastically reduced number of
degrees of freedom. For example, we see that the 7th-order method is able to reach machine precision for a cell size as
large as ∆x = L/32.
4.2. Discontinuous magnetic field loop
In this section we consider the initial conditions given by the discontinuous magnetic field loop test case, as
introduced in section 2. We start by presenting in Fig. 7 the solution maps computed at t = 1 with the SD method while
increasing the polynomial degree n, specifically for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 6 and 9, and for N = 32 cells per side. As we can see,
increasing the order considerably improves the quality of the solution, and furthermore, even for a number of cells as
small as 32 per side, both the seventh- and tenth-order simulations (n = 6 and 9 respectively) show remarkable results
preserving the shape of these discontinuous initial conditions.
In Fig. 8 we go a step further, testing the "arbitrary high-order" character of our numerical implementation. In this
figure we present again the solution maps at t = 1, showing in black the mesh for the cells and in grey the mesh for the
inner control volumes. While keeping constant the number of degrees of freedom per dimension (n + 1) × N, we show
the increasingly better results as the order of the scheme is increased and the number of cells is decreased, keeping a
constant product (n + 1) × N = 40. In the most extreme case, we go as far as testing a 40th-order method with one
cell (as shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8). Surprisingly for us, this one cell simulation is able to preserve the
initial conditions better than all the other cases. Indeed, in this extreme case, the flux points are "squeezed" towards the
boundaries of the element, which results in an apparent loss of resolution of the control volumes at the centre of the
element. The increased order of accuracy easily compensates for this effect.
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Fig. 7: Discontinuous magnetic field loop advection test with increasing polynomial degree and 32 cells on a side.
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Fig. 8: Discontinuous magnetic field loop advection test with increasing polynomial degree while maintaining the number of degrees of freedom
equal to 40.
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number of degrees of freedom (n + 1) × N = 40, corresponding to Fig 8.
We now present the performance of the method in preserving the magnetic energy. We show the normalised
magnetic energy as a function of time for the simulations presented in Fig. 7 (resp. Fig. 8) on the left panel (resp. right
panel) of Fig 9. We see that going to higher order at fixed element resolution significantly improves the conservation
property of the scheme. Our simulation with 32 elements and order 10 shows virtually no advection error anymore
within the simulated time interval, at the expense of increasing the number of degrees of freedom significantly. The
second experiment, with a fixed number of degrees of freedom (n + 1) × N = 40, still shows a significant improvement
in the energy conservation as the order of the method is increased. Our extreme case with only one element and a
polynomial degree n = 39 has also no visible advection errors in the magnetic energy evolution. Note however that the
computational cost of the method increases significantly with the order of accuracy, even when keeping the number of
degrees of freedom constant. Regarding the conservation of the magnetic energy, for a given target accuracy, it is more
efficient to go to higher order than to go to more computational elements.
In order to compare our new SD scheme with the RKDG variants we have presented in section 2, we show in
Fig. 10 the exact same field loop advection test for the SD implementation with N = 128 elements per side. The reader
is kindly asked to compare to Fig. 1 through Fig. 3. The top left panel shows our results for the divergence errors of the
numerical solution, compared to the traditional RKDG scheme, for both the volume and surface terms. This plot is
meant as a joke, as obviously both terms are identically zero for the SD scheme, so only the traditional RKDG results
are visible. We confirm that the SD method preserves ∇ · ~B = 0 to machine precision, both in a global and in a local
sense. The right top panel shows again the magnetic energy evolution of the SD method, but this time with the same
number of elements and order of accuracy than the experiments performed in section 2. We see that the SD method
shows no spurious dynamo. In the bottom panel of Fig. 10, we show the solution maps for magnetic energy density at
t = 2, in order to compare with the maps of Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. We note that, although the solution features a
slight upwind asymmetry, it is similar to the solution of the DivClean RKDG method, especially for n = 2 and 3. A
detailed comparison of the various schemes is presented in the next section.
5. Discussion
5.1. Comparing SD to RKDG for the induction equation
In this section, we compare in details the different methods presented in this paper, namely our reference scheme,
the traditional RKDG, a locally divergence-free basis variant of the scheme, called LDF, another variant of RKDG with
divergence cleaning, called DivClean RKDG, and finally a novel Spectral Difference (SD) scheme specially designed
for the induction equation, with the ADER time discretisation. The strong similarities with the Constrained Transport
method would justify to call our new scheme using the long acronym CT-SD-ADER.
From a theoretical point of view, since the traditional RKDG scheme does not have any mechanism to deal with
∇ · ~B , 0, it is not so surprising to see this scheme perform relatively poorly. What is puzzling is why going to higher
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Fig. 10: Same as Fig. 1 but now for the SD scheme (solid lines). For comparison, the results of the traditional RKDG scheme are shown as dotted
lines. Note that the SD scheme has no local and no global divergence errors by construction (no solid lines in the top left and top middle panels).
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orders is so detrimental. Although the global contribution to the divergence error decreases with increasing order, the
local divergence errors seem to increase with increasing order. As truncation errors decrease, the global divergence
error decreases owing to smaller discontinuities at element boundaries, but the local divergence increases because of
high-frequency, high-amplitude oscillations that damage the solution. Considering a locally divergence-free polynomial
basis for the magnetic field, as an explicit way to control the local divergence of the solution, seems like an obvious
improvement of the scheme. However, we see that in this case the surface term measuring the global divergence errors
becomes larger. We attribute this adverse effect to the fact that there are significantly less degrees of freedom available
in the polynomial representation of the magnetic field, when comparing to the traditional RKDG scheme at the same
order. Furthermore, as there is still no explicit mechanism to control global divergence errors, it is usually required
to use the LDF basis in conjunction with an additional divergence cleaning mechanism to deal with the surface term.
Indeed, we have shown that the divergence cleaning method (DivClean) provides an explicit, albeit non-exact, control
on both the surface and the volume terms of the divergence errors, provided the two parameters, the hyperbolic cleaning
speed ch and the diffusive coefficient c2p are chosen appropriately.
With these considerations in mind, we designed a new numerical method based on the SD scheme, for which both
the volume term and the surface term of the divergence errors vanish exactly. This new scheme satisfies an exact
conservation law for the magnetic flux through a surface. We argue this is the natural way to interpret and solve the
induction equation. This approach, traditionally referred to as the Constrained Transport method, leads to a natural way
to maintain zero divergence of ~B both locally and globally, as proved in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.
We compared these 4 different methods by analyzing their performance when solving the advection of a discon-
tinuous magnetic loop. The first (resp. second) panel of Fig. 11 shows the local (resp. global) divergence error of
the schemes at different orders of accuracy. We note that for the SD scheme, we have zero contribution in both the
volume and the surface terms. On the third panel of Fig. 11, we show the magnetic energy evolution over time for
the different methods. The traditional RKDG method is the only one to exhibit a spurious dynamo at third and fourth
orders. The SD scheme appears slightly more diffusive than the other methods at second order, but its performance
becomes comparable to LDF and DivClean at higher orders. Note that the extension to orders higher than 4 for our
new SD method is straightforward, as shown in the previous section, while the extension of the LDF method to orders
higher than 4 is quite cumbersome [see for example 20].
In Fig. 12, we show the maps of the magnetic energy density for the different schemes at fourth order and at t = 2.
First, we note that the magnetic energy distribution is well behaved for all the schemes, except RKDG, for which strong
high-frequency oscillations are generated. We also see that the solution computed using LDF retains some artifacts,
which appear to be aligned with the velocity field. The solution computed with DivClean appears more symmetric
and overall seems to have less artifacts, although some oscillations near the discontinuous boundary are still present,
similarly to the solution computed with SD. To obtain the DivClean solution, some tuning of the parameters ch and cp
is required. In particular, if ch is reduced from twice the advection velocity like here, to exactly equal to the advection
velocity, the same artifacts that are seen in the solution computed with LDF appear in the solution using DivClean. It is
also worth stressing again that the DivClean method comes with a price: a new equation and a new variable, whose
physical interpretations are unclear.
A comparison of the methods with respect to their computational complexity is beyond the scope of this paper. In
particular, the codes used to produce the numerical results have been developed with different programming languages
and architectures. However, we can briefly comment on key similarities and differences between the DG-based methods
presented and our SD-ADER method. We note that SD can be interpreted as a nodal, quadrature-free DG scheme
[48], thus, making the proposed SD method not so different from a nodal DG one in terms of its computational
complexity. Another key difference is the time-integration schemes used: for the DG-based schemes, we used SSP-RK
time-integration whereas for the SD scheme we have used the ADER time-integration scheme. We note that to reach
an (n + 1)-order approximation in time, the ADER algorithm requires n + 1 iterations per time slice [49], yielding an
overall complexity of (n + 1)2. Then, it becomes computationally more expensive than an explicit RK scheme, as the
number of stages needed to reach an (n + 1)-order approximation is typically well below (n + 1)2. However, as noted in
[50], the ADER procedure can be formulated as a completely local predictor step suited for vectorisation, reducing
then the complexity to n + 1, whereas the RK scheme requires communication with its neighbours at every stage.
5.2. Extension of our new method to three space dimensions
The extension of our new method to 3D is relatively straightforward, with a few key differences with respect to
the 2D case. The first difference comes from the definition of the magnetic flux and from the resulting magnetic field.
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Fig. 11: Local and global divergence errors and magnetic energy evolution of the four different methods discussed in this paper for the discontinuous
magnetic field loop advection test and for polynomial degrees n = 1, 2, 3.
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Fig. 12: Maps of the magnetic energy density for the four different methods discussed in this paper for the discontinuous magnetic field loop
advection test and for polynomial degree n = 3.
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We now define the magnetic flux of Bx across a rectangle sitting in the plane x = xi and defined by the 4 points (0, 0),
(0, zk), (y j, 0) and (y j, zk) as:
φx(xi, y j, zk) =
∫ y j
0
∫ zk
0
Bx(xi, y, z)dydz, (45)
where the coordinates correspond to the flux points in each direction, or in other words, to the corner points of each
control volume inside the elements. The magnetic flux is then interpolated everywhere inside the element using 3D
Lagrange polynomials defined using the flux points.
φx(x, y, z) =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
n+1∑
k=0
φx(xi, y j, zk)`i(x)` j(y)`k(z).
The magnetic field inside the element is obtained through a second-order derivative as follows:
Bx(x, y, z) = ∂2yzφx =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
n+1∑
k=0
φx(xi, y j, zk)`i(x)`′j(y)`
′
k(z). (46)
Note that this formulation is equivalent to the alternative approach we describe below using the vector potential. It is
however important to understand that this interpolation is used only at initialisation, to make sure the corresponding
magnetic field is strictly divergence free. The next step is to evaluate the magnetic field at the solution points, which,
in the 3D case, are now located at the centre of the face in the staggered direction: Bx(x
f
i , y
s
j, z
s
k), By(x
s
i , y
f
j , z
s
k) and
Bz(xsi , y
s
j, z
f
k ), where the f and s superscripts correspond again to flux and solution points respectively. Once the field
has been initialised on the solution points, then we interpolate the field within each face of the control volumes using
Lagrange polynomials defined using the solution points, as in the traditional SD method. Using these definitions, it is
straightforward to generalise Proposition 1 to the 3D case, and prove that ∇ · ~B = 0.
The components of the electric field are defined at the centre of the edges between control volumes, located at
flux points in the directions orthogonal to the component, and at solution points along the components direction:
Ex(xsi , y
f
j , z
f
k ), Ey(x
f
i , y
s
j, z
f
k ) and Ez(x
f
i , y
f
j , z
s
k). The electric field is again defined as ~E = −~v × ~B, therefore this method
requires to know the orthogonal velocities at those same edges, and to solve a 1D Riemann problem at element’s faces
and a 2D Riemann problem at element’s edges. As in Proposition 2, the SD update of the magnetic field is obtained
directly using a pointwise update at the magnetic field solution points:
∂tBx = ∂zEy − ∂yEz, ∂tBy = ∂xEz − ∂zEx and ∂tBz = ∂yEx − ∂xEy. (47)
It follows trivially, like in the 2D case, that
∂t
(
∂xBx + ∂yBy + ∂zBz
)
= 0. (48)
We have here again an equivalence between the SD method applied to the magnetic field and a similar SD method
applied to the vector potential. It is however much more difficult in 3D to compute the vector potential from the
magnetic field. It requires a complex inversion and the choice of a gauge, using for example the Coulomb gauge, for
which ∇ · ~A = 0. Assuming we know the vector potential, we define for each component the line integral over the
component’s direction, as shown here for the z-direction:
αz(xi, y j, zk) =
∫ zk
0
Az(xi, y j, z)dz. (49)
As for the magnetic flux, this quantity is defined at the corner points of the control volumes using flux points in each
direction. We can then use the Lagrange polynomials defined using the flux points to compute the vector potential
everywhere as:
Az(x, y, z) = ∂zαz =
n+1∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=0
n+1∑
k=0
αz(xi, y j, zk)`i(x)` j(y)`′k(z). (50)
We can now evaluate the vector potential at the corresponding solution points, which are, as for ~E, defined at the edges
of the control volumes: Ax(xsi , y
f
j , z
f
k ), Ay(x
f
i , y
s
j, z
f
k ) and Az(x
f
i , y
f
j , z
s
k). Once we know the polynomial representation of
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the vector potential, the magnetic field can be derived using pointwise derivatives and ~B = ∇ × ~A. The vector potential
can finally be updated directly at its solution points using (shown here only for Az):
∂tAz = −vx∂xAz − vy∂yAz + vx∂zAx + vy∂zAy. (51)
This is again the vector potential equation, although in a more complex form than in the 2D case. It can however be
solved using our SD scheme, exactly like in 2D.
5.3. Extension of our new method to ideal MHD
The natural progression of this work is to extend the proposed SD method to the full magneto-hydrodynamics
equations. The first difficulty is to solve 2D Riemann problems at element edges. Fortunately, 2D Riemann solvers in
the context of ideal MHD have been already developed in the past years in multiple implementations of Constrained
Transport for the FV Godunov method [51, 52, 53].
The second difficulty comes from finding the appropriate shock capturing techniques for the SD method, which
traditionally has been achieved through artificial viscosity [54]. Finding both a way to enforce preservation of
positiveness and not clipping smooth extrema, while constraining as least as possible the performance of the method, is
of extreme importance. Recent advances in shock capturing methods, such as [55], provide a natural way of performing
sub-cell limiting in a nodal discontinuous Galerkin method based on the a posteriori subcell limiting strategy (MOOD)
[56] that can guarantee both positivity and as little as possible extrema clipping in smooth profiles. This methodology
seems promising to be applied to our SD method in the context of the ideal MHD equations.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we have analysed in detail several variants of the high-order DG method with RK time integration
for the induction equation, while attempting to preserve the constraint ∇ · ~B = 0 with various degrees of success. We
have then presented a novel, arbitrary high-order numerical scheme based on a modification of the Spectral Difference
(SD) method with ADER time integration for the induction equation. This new scheme preserves ∇ · ~B = 0 exactly by
construction. It is a natural extension of the Constrained Transport scheme to the SD method. We have proved that both
the volume term and the surface term in the norm definition of the divergence vanish. We have also reformulated our
scheme in terms of the vector potential, which allows a direct connection with a classical SD method for the evolution
of the vector potential, allowing us to analyse its stability and dispersion properties, with results similar to [40].
We have shown with various numerical experiments that our method converges at the expected order, namely ∆xn+1,
where n is the polynomial degree of the adopted interpolation Lagrange polynomials and ∆x the element size. We
have also considered the discontinuous field loop advection test case [35], a problem known to reveal artifacts caused
by not preserving ∇ · ~B = 0. We have shown again that our new method behaves well, up to incredibly high orders
(polynomial degree n = 39), conserving the magnetic energy almost exactly by drastically reducing advection errors,
provided the order is high enough.
We have then compared our novel method with the high-order DG variants presented in the first part of the paper.
The magnetic energy evolution and the solution maps of the SD-ADER scheme all show qualitatively similar and
overall good performances when compared to the Divergence Cleaning method applied to RKDG, but without the need
for an additional equation and an extra variable to help controlling the divergence errors. We have finally discussed our
future plans to extend this work to three dimensions and to fully non-linear ideal MHD.
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8. Appendix
8.1. Locally divergence-free basis
In order to design a locally-divergence free basis to represent ~B up to order n + 1, the vector basis elements are
computed as the curl of the elements of the polynomial space Pn+1, which contains all polynomials in x and y up to
degree n + 1. Furthermore, as noted in [37], an orthogonal basis yields better conditioned mass matrices, so we apply
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation algorithm with the inner product:
η(~bi, ~b j) =
∫
[−1,1]2
~bi · ~b jdxdy.
The orthogonal and normalised basis vectors (up to 4th order of approximation) are given below. These were obtained
through the symbolic computation package sympy [57].
~V1 = span


(
1.0
0
)
,
(
0
1.0
)
,
(√
3y
0
)
,
(
0√
3x
)
,

√
3
2 x
−
√
3
2 y



~V2 = ~V1 ∪ span
({√
30
(
3x2−1
12− xy2
)
,
√
30
( − xy2
3y2−1
12
)
,
√
5
(
3y2−1
2
0
)
,
√
5
(
0
3x2−1
2
) })
~V3 = ~V2 ∪ span
{ √42√83166
(
5x3 − 4x
−15yx2 + 4y
)
,
√
30
4
(
3x2y − y
−3y2x + x
)
,
√
7
2
(
5y3 − 3y
0
)
,
√
7
2
(
0
5x3 − 3x
)
,
√
165585
1824
− 56x383 − 2x(12y2 − 1) + 410x83
8y3 + 14y(12x
2−1.0)
83 − 562y83
 } .
A detailed discussion on the approximation properties of this polynomial vector space can be found in [29].
8.2. Divergence cleaning
We evolve the system defined by Eq. (10) as described in [37] and using the following steps:
1. We apply SSP-RK to the DG discretisation of the induction equation in its divergence form as in Eq. (5).
2. We then apply in an operator split fashion SSP-RK to the DG discretisation of the system
∂t~B + ∇ψ = 0,
∂tψ + c2h∇ · ~B = 0.
3. We finally apply operator splitting to the source term of the parabolic term
ψn+1 := exp
− c2hc2p ∆t
ψn+1/2.
